Essential Chords (Standard Inversions)
Built from Simple Triads as Foundation with Roots in Bass
Ted Greene, 1973-11-15
Figure out the names of these chords in the key of A (all chords have A in bass unless otherwise indicated).

[chord names added]

Fifth in bass unless otherwise indicated:

Third in bass unless otherwise indicated:

7th in bass unless otherwise indicated:
Essential Chords (Standard Inversions)
Built from Simple Triads as Foundation
With Root in
50483

Figure out the names of these chords now. Of A (all chords have A in bass unless otherwise indicated).
FIGURE OUT NAMES: ALL CHORDS

5TH IN BASS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

FIGURE OUT THESE CHORDS ONCE AGAIN IN A ALL CHORDS ARE 3RD IN BASS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

FIGURE OUT THESE TOO - ALL CHORDS ARE 6TH IN BASS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

(Key of A)

as needed